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Learning Outcomes
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◎ In this workshop participants will

○ Learn and explore new strategies in social media outreach for 
their library 

○ Examine current social media outreach problems and 
potential obstacles



LibGuide
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https://libguides.geneseo.edu/makingnewfirends-libraryoutreach
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“
What concerns do you 

have about social media? 
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Click on the 
sticky note 

icon

Pick a color then type your answer in 
the sticky note. When you are done, 

click save.



“
Head on over to our Google Jamboard and 

tell us on the first slide: 
What concerns do you have about social 

media?  
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https://jamboard.google.com/d/1RhgnCQgCitFDHPSCbwmiwI0CJZ2JhS_eIsKsmF6tBEs/edit?usp=sharing


1.
Getting Started

Social Media Platforms, Creating Content, Branding, 
Policies, and Finding Your Audience
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Social Media Platforms

Pick your platform(s)! 

◎ What do you hope to do on social media? 

◎ Who do you want to reach? 

◎ Do you want to be more visual? More text oriented? 

There are so many social media platforms out there - what platforms 
will you have the greatest reach with? 
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Before you do anything further…. 

Does your University/College have a 
communication policy or branding guide? 

Ex. University at Albany
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https://www.albany.edu/communicationsmarketing/files/UAlbany-Brand-and-Visual-Identity.pdf


Creating Content 

Create your “brand”

◎ What feel do you want your account(s) to have? Serious? Fun? A 
balance? 

◎ What kind of things do you want to promote? 

○ Calendar events? Photos taken at events? Collections? 
Resources? Services? 

◎ How do you want to promote them? 

○ E-flyer? Funny/current meme? Libcal event link? Gif? 
Graphic? Video? Animated graphic? 
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Selected Creation Tools & Resources 

Creation Platforms
◎ Canva
◎ Adobe Spark 
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Images
◎ Pixabay 
◎ Unsplash 



Fun with #hashtags

#tbt
#flashbackfriday
#motivationmonday
#[your library]
#[your university/college]
#gogreen
#firstlinefriday
#winitwednesday
#transformationtuesday

#librariesofinstagram
#librarylife
#marbledmonday
#ArchivesHashtagParty (first 
Friday of every month, hosted by 
the National Archives) 
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Finding Your Audience or Knowing Who They Are

◎ Who is your audience for each platform?
○ Create a persona - are they undergraduate biology students? 

Philosophy faculty? Alumni from 1994? Education Graduate 
students? 

○ Gather feedback 
◎ What would you like each platform to showcase?

○ What is being celebrated?
○ What would you like users to walk away with?

◎ How are your platforms unique from each other?
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Social Media Policies and Guidelines

◎ Why might you want on? 

◎ Consider your workflows (discussed soon)

○ How many members will be involved?

○ Who will be posting content in each of the platforms? 

◎ Where will it live / who has access to it? 

◎ What are the current best practices (think about pixel size, word 
count, inclusive language, etc)
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Breakout



2.
Workflows

Teams vs. Single Creator, Campus Collaboration, Engagement 
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“
Head on over to our Google Jamboard and 

tell us on the second slide: 
Where are you currently at with your 

social media? 
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https://jamboard.google.com/d/1RhgnCQgCitFDHPSCbwmiwI0CJZ2JhS_eIsKsmF6tBEs/edit?usp=sharing


◎ There is no standard definition for a social media team as there is 
no standard format for what a social media team does

◎ Social media teams composition and responsibilities will vary 
from library to library 

◎ Consider how many members will be involved? Who will be 
posting content? Who will generate content?

◎ How will accounts be maintained as people 

cycle on and off teams?
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Social Media Teams



Going it alone? 

◎ How will you generate content? / How will other people or 
departments tell you they want a post? 

◎ Will you use a social media scheduler (i.e. Hootsuite)? 

◎ Do you have a backup? 
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Collaborating Across Campus

◎ Student Life
○ What clubs would you like to work with?
○ Do you have student employees that can help with connections?

◎ Does your campus have social media accounts? Are they active?
○ Do you have the contact information for those who manage 

these accounts? Is there a group on campus of account 
managers? 

◎ What additional departments would you like to work with?
◎ How are you collaborating? Are you promoting non-library events?
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Engaging with other Social Accounts

◎ What accounts will your accounts follow? Why? 
◎ How will you respond to accounts that tag you? 
◎ What is the best way to engage with comments on your posts?
◎ Do you engage with negative posts? Is this something you have 

reflected in your social media policies?  
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Breakout



3.
You have social media 
accounts. Now what?

Social Listening, Analytics, and Burnout
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“
Head on over to our Google Jamboard and 

tell us on the third slide: 
Who are possible collaborators? 
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https://jamboard.google.com/d/1RhgnCQgCitFDHPSCbwmiwI0CJZ2JhS_eIsKsmF6tBEs/edit?usp=sharing


Social listening is the monitoring of your brand's social media 
channels for any customer feedback and direct mentions of your 
brand or discussions regarding specific keywords, topics, 
competitors, or industries, followed by an analysis to gain insights 
and act on those opportunities.

~ Hubspot (full citation in the notes) 
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Social Listening - Definition



Social Listening 

◎ Where and how are folx talking about you? 

◎ Will you use a tool (i.e. “Mentions” Stream in Hootsuite) 

◎ Will you lurk? 
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Analytics

◎ “Social media analytics is the process of tracking, collecting and 
analyzing data from social networks”. (Newberry & Mikolajczk, 
2021)

◎ What is the importance of social media analytics? 

◎ What data are you collecting/recording and why? 
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Analytics  - Unionmetrics 

Freemium 
Twitter and 
Instagram 
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Burnout Happens - and it’s OKAY! 

WHO Definition: “Burn-out is a syndrome conceptualized as resulting 
from chronic workplace stress that has not been successfully 
managed. It is characterized by three dimensions:

◎ Feelings of energy depletion or exhaustion;

◎ Increased mental distance from one’s job, or feelings of 
negativism or cynicism related to one's job; and

◎ Reduced professional efficacy
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Burn out 

◎ Ask for help 

◎ Revisit the goals of your social media 

◎ Can you cut back on the number of postings? 
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Breakout



LibGuide
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https://libguides.geneseo.edu/makingnewfirends-libraryoutreach


Questions?



Thank you for attending
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